
	  

MidMO-‐Woodturners	  Meeting	  Minutes	  Sunday	  August	  25,	  2012	  

Mid-MO Woodturners met at Jeff Ferguson's shop on Sunday Aug 25th at 1:30 pm.  Ten 
members were in attendance.  Dues are due, $25 for turners group only and $35 for turners & 
woodworkers. 
 
Dave Means brought a very nice shaped cowboy hat and large thin bowl turned from white 
oak for show and tell.  The clubs August turning exhibit at the Unity Church was a success 
with several items being sold.  Thank you Leemer for organizing the show. 
 
Several members brought their favorite bowl gouge and spindle gouge to share with some of 
the newer members interested in buying quality gouges and grind types.  Almost every one's 
favorite gouge had a fingernail grind similar the David Ellsworth's. 
 
Jeff Ferguson presented the program on turning a French Pastry Rolling Pin.  He described 
that the best length was 20-22" long and 1 1/2" thick in the middle with the ends having a 
slight taper that pleases the eye.  His rolling pins are really very graceful.  As you can see 
from the attached pictures he has been busy turning bowls for eBay Sales.  Opposite his lathe 
area is a larger area devoted to ceramics. 
 
MMWT members were encouraged to attend tomorrows woodworking meeting where Mike 
Gentzsch will be demonstrating how he stabilizes turning and knife blanks (Boone County 
Millworks starting at 7 pm). 
 
Our challenge for next month is to turn some type of rolling pin. 
 
The club also decided that we would meet Saturday September 14th starting at 10 am to 
harvest 3 silver maple tress that recently died due to last summers drought.  The trees are 
located in the park by the street across from 303 W Hickam Dr, Columbia MO  65203 
(Brighter Days Painting shop) or the house where the original magic Christmas tree was 
located. 
 
 
Remember that dues are now due. 
 
 
Thank-you, 
 
Ernest Hilderbrand	  


